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In 1969 Ives Goddard gave a paper at the Algonquian Conference entitled ‘Owls and cannibals: Two Algonquian etymologies.’ I have reproduced one of Goddard’s sets of cognates under (1):¹

(1) Proto Algonquian *wiƞteko-wa
  Ojibwa wiƞtiko, Cree wiƞtiko-w ‘cannibal monster’;
  Fox wiƞteko-wa ‘owl’, Kickapoo (wiƞteko) ‘owl’;
  Illinois tiento ‘bird’, Miami minkamasta ‘screech owl’;
  Cheyenne mesta?qe ‘bogeyman, spook, ghost, owl’;
  mesta?qe [dim.] ‘screech owl’;
  Arapaho bi-te ‘ghost’; also Atsina. (Goddard 1969)

In the present paper I am interested in looking at the contrast between the Cree and Ojibwa forms, on the one hand, and the forms in Meskwaki (Fox), Miami-Illinois, and Cheyenne, on the other.² In Meskwaki, Miami-Illinois, and Cheyenne, the reflexes of Proto-Algonquian (PA) *wiƞteko-wa mean ‘owl’, but in Cree and Ojibwa this term denotes a WINDIGO; that is, either a mythological giant who is a cannibal or a human who becomes a cannibal through winter starvation, sorcery, or dreams (cf. Brown & Brightman 1988:159).

We can imagine two different hypotheses, as sketched in (2), to account for the disparity of meaning among the languages: either the

1. The Cheyenne forms in (1) were supplied to Goddard later in a personal communication from Wayne Leman and do not appear in this form in the 1969 handout. Also note that I will not discuss Goddard’s other set: PA *mya-thwe-wa, meaning ‘owl’ in Menominee, Shawnee, Miami-Illinois, Arapaho-Atsina but ‘cannibal monster’ in Munsee.
2. Thanks to Robert Brightman, Richard Preston, John Nichols, Rand Valentine, and Rich Rhodes for answering questions about windigos among the Cree and Ojibwa, to John Koontz, Robert Rankin, Jimm Good Tracks, and Ray DeMallie for information about Ioway and Dakota, to Fred Gehlbach for explaining aspects of owl behavior to a non-specialist, and to Anthony Buccini for many discussions of diachronic and other issues. Special thanks go to Ives Goddard for his 1969 handout and countless helpful comments on owls, cannibals, and the accompanying text; I am also very grateful to the late Adeline Wanatee for her insights into the meaning of the Meskwaki text.
‘owl’ sense is older or the ‘cannibal’ sense – which I will call the ‘windigo’ sense from here on – is the older one:

(2) a. *wi nitko wa* originally meant ‘owl’; Cree and Ojibwa shifted the sense to ‘windigo’, supplying onomatopoeic terms instead to name the owl (Cree *dhow* (Wolfart & Ahenakew 1998:140), Ojibwa *gookoooko’oo* (Nichols & Nyholm 1995:62)).

b. *wi nitko wa* originally meant ‘windigo’ as in Cree and Ojibwa; Meskwaki, Miami-Illinois, and Cheyenne shifted this term to ‘owl’.

As I understand it, in 1969 Goddard left the question open regarding which sense was the older one. What I will do in the present paper is, first, argue in favor of hypothesis B, that the ‘windigo’ sense is the older one; second, suggest a context in which the semantic shift of ‘windigo’ to ‘owl’ might have been motivated; and finally discuss some aspects of a Meskwaki text in which the hero’s name is a derived form of the owl or windigo word. The text itself appears in full as an appendix to this paper.

**SOME MESKWA EVIDENCE FOR AN OLDER SENSE OF WI TEKO WA**

The Meskwaki passage in (3) is taken from the second page of Alfred Kiyana’s autobiography and is the beginning of a long discussion about owls. Note the line in boldface (supplied): “Their kettles are bristling with owl-aws.”

(3) *pwa*-wienoše-yanini, neky=’a pehe,
“i ni=ya pi wi teko wa wi h=kwa ko ho maki
wi h=sti kenahokki,”
i n=’a pehe e h=’i shiki.
enkosi-waki=’ça h=’i teko waki.

*Oši ťe ko hwa ki wi teko wi mekosi sa sa kiseni wani.
na hachi nepi a hpeči ki wi kekesi waki te hkepeya ya niki, “
neteko p=a pehe

‘Whenever I didn’t behave, my mother would always [say],
“Now I’m going to call an owl
to pour water on you,”
she would always say that to me.
So I was afraid of the owls.

“**Their kettles are bristling with owl-aws.**
And they always go around with cold water,”
she would always tell me.’ (Kiyana c1915:2)

Ten pages later, in the passage in (4), kettles are mentioned again: the owls go around with big kettles on their backs:

(4) “...*a hpeči ki yo me waki ke hı memye’ši-sešketohaki, nepi=’nahi te kepey ya niki.
e h=anemi-kotawepye na wa či apenohaki wa wanaška hinicihi.
nu hači pešekesi wi wi=nahi ki nesinicihi
okoke kakoše hikaniwaki
konakoše hokke,
kenwe’ši melo ki h=’a hkwamata kehtawakayani, “
neteko p=a pehe.

“...And they[owls]always go around carrying big kettles on their backs,
also water which is cold.
They will dip children who are bad into the water.
And they have sharp deer-antlers
for ear-piercers.
If they pierce your ears,
you will be sick in your ears for a very long time,”
I was always told.’ (Kiyana c1915:12-13)

Owls have a variety of associations in Algonquian stories, as we will see in the next section, but the references to kettles here seem a little peculiar for owls. Kettles are, however, prominent in Ojibwa and Cree stories about windigos; for example, a Montana Cree story mentions a windigo carrying a big kettle (Dusenberry 1962:156), and the Ojibwa windigo story told by Buffalo (1971) features large kettles filled with boys caught by the windigo. Among the Wisconsin Chippewa, a sign of an approaching windigo is that the kettles in camp start to move (Barnouw 1977:120, 122), and in one of Bloomfield’s Plains Creek stories kettles are among the objects which fall out of a burned up windigo (Bloomfield 1930:311).3

The array of kettle references allows us to make two observations. First, if we consider only the Cree and Ojibwa stories, the variations on how the single motif of ‘kettle’ is incorporated into windigo stories bespeaks a great antiquity, both for the windigo concept itself and for the link to the kettle. Such a time depth favors hypothesis B, that the ‘windigo’ sense is the older one for PA *wi nitko wa*. Second, the inclusion of kettles in a Meskwaki story about owls provides even stronger evidence

3. *Awis* (if they are something other than the sharpened antlers identified in (4)) might correspond to the metal staff or copper cane carried by windigos in Ojibwa stories (Jones 1917:2:175, 655); a Rock Creek story also mentions a staff (Brightman 1993:138).
that the ‘windigo’ meaning is old. It cannot be a coincidence that the
specific detail of kettles, so closely linked with windigos in Cree and Ojibwa,
is associated with the Meskwaki cognate wi-teko-wa ‘owl’.

As a final observation, consider the Kickapoo form in (5), from God-
dard’s 1969 handout:

(5) Kickapoo itiekoohkwa ‘Scary (name of a bitch)’ (informant’s gloss).
(Goddard 1969)

Here we can see a further echo of windigo associations: the name of the
dog would be literally ‘windigo woman’, evoking a whole class of stories
about the female variety of cannibal.

Scenario for ‘Windigo’ > ‘Owl’

Claiming that the ‘windigo’ sense is the older one does not, however,
answer the question of how the word wi-teko-wa (and its cognates) came
to mean ‘owl’ in Meskwaki and elsewhere. In this section I suggest that
two factors were involved: first, a pre-existing association between owls
and windigos, and second, a move south, out of the subarctic.

Prior connections between windigos and owls

Regarding the connotations of owls, the first thing that must be said is that
there is a widespread association between owls and death, owls and the
souls of the dead, and owls and sorcery. This is true not only for Algon-
quian peoples but also for North American Indians generally and in
Europe as well. Some Algonquian examples include the Meskwaki belief
that if an adoption feast is not held after a death, the dead person comes
back as an owl (Michelson 1925:384, 410), and the many Ojibwa
accounts of people who know bad medicine transforming themselves into
owls (e.g. Barnouw 1977:142, Hilger 1951:121, Landes 1968:43). It is
easy to find a motivation for such associations in the owl’s nocturnal hab-
its and human-like eyes and face. But precisely because the associations
between owls and death and sorcery are so common, these properties are
not particularly helpful in understanding how a semantic shift from ‘wind-
digo’ to ‘owl’ might have occurred.

Another characteristic of owls may be more enlightening: owls are
cannibalistic (cf. Gehlbach 1994:116-119 on the eastern screech owl, for
example; Preston 1980:129 also refers to the cannibalistic behavior of
owls and other large carnivores). That is, in the nest younger hatchlings
are sometimes killed and eaten by older siblings, or a parent kills the
younger offspring and feeds them to the others. The cannibalism is some-
times but not always prompted by food scarcity and occurs with all spe-
cies of owls (P. Gehlbach, personal communication). Perhaps observation
of the cannibalistic behavior of owls prompted a specific association
between owls and windigos. Evidence for such an association can be
found in modern Cree and Ojibwa texts; I suggest that such an associ-
ation was also present for Proto-Algonquian as well.

For example, in a discussion of witikos among the Tête-de-Boule
Cree, the witiko is described as having “big bloodshot eyes, something
like owls’ eyes” (Guinard 1930:70, cited in Preston 1980:113). For
Ojibwa, Densmore describes and gives a song for the sending of an owl
skin to a lodge to induce starvation (Densmore 1910:105-6; 1929:114).
This is of interest here since windigos are linked to winter starvation.
Related to the connection between owls and starvation may be the Ojibwa
belief that seeing an owl was a bad omen on a hunt (Hilger 1951:121).

Paul Buffalo from Leech Lake in a 1971 interview (Buffalo 1971:ch.34)
makes a distinction between species of owls: the hoot owl means trou-
ble, while the screech owl means death. Baraga (1880:180) reports a simi-
lar belief about the screech owl.) A reason to think that the account given
by Buffalo is more than the typical association between owls and misfor-
tune is the detail of the season: it is only in winter – the time when windi-
gos are active – that the owls’ cries foretell doom. A final link between
owls and windigos is that both are used to scare children into behaving.
We have already seen an example with owls above in (3); another Meskwaki
example comes from the long text about the culture hero Wi-sahke-ha’s birth and growing up:

(6) kapo-twe wi-sahke-ha e h=nahose-hiči.
wi-teko-wahí e h=kosa či;
na-hina-hi = pi=meko ka škehtawa čini e h=nepa či.

‘Soon Wi-sahke-ha learned how to walk.
He was afraid of the owls;
whenever he heard them he went right to sleep.’ (Kiyana 1913a:34)

Other instances of owls used to scare misbehaving children are cited in
Hilger (1951:58) for Ojibwa, and Robert Brightman (personal communi-
cation) reports similar practices among the Rock Cree. Densmore
(1910:135) gives an Ojibwa song ‘I am afraid of the owl,’ which had been composed by the singer when he was a young boy home alone. But in the Paul Buffalo transcript a child is warned that the windigos will carry him off if he does not behave (Buffalo 1971:ch. 22), and Preston (1978:65) mentions that witiko stories are used by the East Cree to get children to go to sleep.

Ecological factors

Even with a pre-existing connection between owls and windigos, however, there must have been further factors involved in shifting the sense of the word \textit{wi-teko-wa} to ‘owl’ and in (mostly) losing the sense of ‘windigo’. Regarding the loss of the earlier sense, we can note that Meskwaki, Miami-Illinois, and Cheyenne are all located in the southern portion of Algonquian territory. If we hypothesize that these groups moved south from a more northerly Proto-Algonquian area, then the loss of the ‘windigo’ sense may have been a consequence of the reduced risk of winter starvation in the south.

Perhaps another relevant factor is that by moving south they entered the range of the screech owl. The map below shows the current range of the Eastern screech owl; the range has moved north in historic times due to climatic warming (F. Gehlbach, personal communication). In this regard we can note that the dialectal variation seen in present-day Ojibwa words for ‘screech owl’ must mean that this species of owl was encountered relatively recently by the Ojibwa: Nichols & Nyholm (1995:51): \textit{gaakaabishiinh} Minnesota Ojibwe; Rhodes (1985:534): \textit{mwinaans} Curve Lake, \textit{ningbinwenh} Walpole Island, \textit{waagbinwenh} Manitoulin Island (obsolete on Walpole Island), all meaning ‘screech owl’.

What is unusual about screech owls? One striking property is that some screech owls are red while others are gray, which might have caught the eye of a people for whom red is a culturally significant color. But surely the most salient characteristic of the screech owl is its call, which the Audubon guide describes as “a tremulous, descending wail” (Bull & Farrand, Jr. 1977:634). It is unlike the hooting familiar from other owl species.

Returning now to the other side of our equation, we can note a recurring feature in the descriptions of windigos: their voice. Among the Severn Ojibwa, the scream of a windigo is said to be able to paralyze a man

(Ray & Stevens 1971:122); a description from the Tête-de-Boule says, “The voice is strident, reverberating, and drawn-out into howls, ...” (Guinard 1930:70, cited in Preston 1980:113); and Plains Cree speaker Alice Ahenakew (in Wolfart & Ahenakew 2000:34) remarks on the wailing of a windigo.

There are four stages by which the semantic shift of ‘windigo’ to ‘owl’ might have occurred:

1. \textit{wi-teko-wa} means ‘windigo’; general association between owl and windigo [Cree, Ojibwa]

2. new species of owl encountered; \textit{wi-teko-wa} extended to name the screech owl

3. old meaning of ‘windigo’ largely forgotten; ‘screech owl’ sense is primary

4. [in Meskwaki] \textit{wi-teko-wa} becomes the generic term for ‘owl’

In the first stage, \textit{wi-teko-wa} means ‘windigo’ and there is a cultural association between owls and windigos. This initial state is comparable to what we see in Cree and Ojibwa today. In the second stage, the Meskwaki have moved into the territory of the screech owl. Since there is already an association between owls and windigos, and since the screech owl’s call may have resembled Meskwaki conceptions of the windigo’s voice, I conjecture that the word \textit{wi-teko-wa} was semantically extended to name
the new species of owl. In time, the older sense of ‘windigo’ was largely forgotten, giving stage 3, and the final stage is the broadening of *wi-teko-wa* to be the generic term for ‘owl’.\(^4\)

Stage 4 is a separate development, of course; the Miami-Illinois cognate *miiniwikwa* is glossed ‘screech owl’ by Costa (1992:24), which suggests that the Miami-Illinois stopped at stage 3.

If this account of the shift from ‘windigo’ to ‘owl’ is right, it has an interesting consequence for the question of the Proto-Algonquian homeland: the homeland should be north of the screech owl range, since the earliest stage listed under (7) is one with no contact with screech owls. This fits Goddard’s (1994:207) characterization of the Proto-Algonquian homeland as “somewhere immediately west of Lake Superior” better than Siebert’s (1967:36) view that the homeland lay between Georgian Bay and Lake Ontario.

**A Meskwaki Text**

I now turn to the Meskwaki text which led me to look into the owl and cannibal problem in the first place, Kiyana (1913b). The text is given in full, with facing translation, in the Appendix. In working on the translation of this story by Alfred Kiyana, I experienced the frustration of not knowing how to translate several key words, words which are no longer known to present-day speakers of Meskwaki. Foremost among these mysterious words is the name of the hero, used in lines 16K and 17H, which is also the title of the story.

The syllabic rendering of the name is <wi te ko ka a a>. Since the Meskwaki syllabary does not indicate vowel length or *a*, at least two different readings are possible. Adeline Wanatee suggested that the name meant ‘[the one who] sounds like an owl’, with the form *wi-teko-ha-ha*. Another reading suggested to me by Ives Goddard (personal communication) is *wi-teko-hkaha-ha*, with a short vowel in the antepenultimate syllable, meaning ‘the one who is caused to make [i.e. hunt] owls’. It is hard to decide between these possibilities since the story contains no obvious reference to owls. Given what we have said above, however, perhaps we should also consider glosses of ‘the one who sounds like a windigo’ and the ‘the one who is caused to make/hunt windigos’. (As we will see below, there is no clear answer as to how the name should be translated.)

Let me here give a brief synopsis of the story. The hero is a man seemingly useless in battle, and for this he is mocked by his father, a great warrior. The son then spends years by himself preparing arrows with deer antler tips (owi-wi-škanwa\(^5\) [animate]). The son leads his father and others on a war party against the Sioux, and causes a dense fog to appear long enough for them to set up a house in the middle of the Sioux camp. They place the deer antler arrows through the walls of matting so that the house is bristling with arrows. When the fog lifts, the Sioux see the house and attack it, but the hero pounds on the walls from inside and the Sioux fall dead. Some of the Sioux trying to flee are paralyzed. The hero calls out four times, and the young men with him go out to scalp the paralyzed Sioux.

After the battle, the hero’s father is discovered in the disgraceful act of copulating with the corpse of the Sioux chief’s daughter. The hero’s nephew is sent to pretend to be a corpse come back to life: he scares the old man and chases him back home, where he is then whipped and humiliated by his son.\(^6\)

Later on, the father expresses a wish to eat a certain kind of food and smoke a certain kind of tobacco, apparently available only in the Sioux country. The son then leads another war party to the Sioux, creates fog, and sets up his house as before. At this point the hero’s name is used for the first time; both here (16K) and in the other instance (17H) the name is in a direct quotation or represented speech/thought attributed to the Sioux. The Sioux invite the hero to watch them dance and try to kill him there with an axe blade of which has been painted red. But the hero left instructions with his companions to pound on the walls of their house; he is able to overcome the Sioux, rejoin his companions, and they are finally left alone.

---

4. The specific word for screech owl in Meskwaki is *nenekapeno-ha*, literally ‘shivering child’, cognate with the Ojibwa form given by Rhodes (1985) for the Walpole Island dialect (Ives Goddard, personal communication).

5. Note that in 3F, Kiyana wrote (o wi wi ska na i) for *wi-škano-hi*.

6. *e-h-tanaha kapiyani* (12L), literally, ‘where you sit as a son-in-law’. The son is mocking his father further by using the term for a married man who must live with his wife’s parents because he cannot establish his own household.
What connections, if any, can we find in this story to owls or to windigos? The fact that the hero makes arrows with deer antler tips evokes the owl passage given in (4) where the owls carry sharpened deer antlers, and indeed the arrangement of the arrows through the walls of matting is reminiscent of the line in example (3) where the kettles of the owls are bristling with awls. 7

Another connection between owls and deer may be seen in Kiyana’s (1914) text of the Owl Sacred Pack: the name of the young woman who receives the owl vision is pešešesiwi-owl-wina ‘Deer-Horn’.

Perhaps the calls of the hero during the enemy’s paralysis are akin to the paralyzing wails of a windigo, which would argue for the name being glossed ‘the one who sounds like a windigo’. Notice that the name in question is used only by the Sioux, and only after the first battle, so the name likely reflects some aspect of the hero’s power which defeated the Sioux. If the Sioux view the hero as a windigo himself, perhaps we can link the detail of the red-painted axe here as well: a Montana Cree story has a woman prepare to kill a windigo by taking a small axe and painting the blade red (Dusenberry 1962:158).

The above comments are all tentative suggestions for preferring the gloss ‘sounds like an owl/windigo’. What about the gloss ‘the one who is caused to make/hunt windigos’? Here we might point out that the episode (9G-10Q) in which the hero’s nephew pretends to be a corpse come back to life and chases the hero’s father is not too far removed from the “windigo games” played by Ojibwa and Cree children (Densmore 1929:70, Preston 1978:65). Note that the hero is using his power – pounding on the walls stuck with arrows – when his father is humiliated.

Although the precise translation of the name of the hero remains elusive, I will now briefly comment on other lexical items of special interest.

či-kohamwa ‘he pushes (something) out of place with (an ax)’ (18D, L). This action happens twice in the scene in which the Sioux braves dance before the hero. Glosses offered for this verb in other contexts are ‘shaving the end of a stick’ or ‘pushing up on the roof’ (Ives Goddard, personal communication). In a 1767 description of a war dance performed at Lake Pepin, between present-day Minnesota and Wisconsin, Carver reports:

8. Many thanks to Raymond DeMallie for providing this reference.
9. It is interesting to note that the other gloss for či-kohamwa, ‘shaving the end of a stick’, could also correspond to a Siouan practice of coup-counting. In Skinner’s ethnography of the Ioway he describes a chief’s baton with bundles of shavings; each shaving represented a coup (Skinner 1926:199). In our text, perhaps an alternative translation would be that the Sioux braves are recounting their coups and making shavings on a stick as they name their exploits.
10. The N in the Ioway forms indicates that the preceding vowel is nasal and the colon indicates a long vowel. For ‘snapping turtle’, Skinner (1926:291) gives kel’on’a; I thank John Koontz and Robert Rankin for their help in phonemicizing Skinner’s form.
11. I thank John Koontz for this suggestion.
**CONCLUSION**

This paper has two parts: the first arguing for a semantic shift in Meskwaki (and elsewhere) by which the word for ‘windigo’ came to mean ‘owl’, and the second discussing aspects of a text about a hero whose name is somehow connected to owls or to windigos. Although the first part has a clear conclusion – that the ‘windigo’ sense of Proto-Algonquian *winiteko-wa* is the older one and that Meskwaki and other southern languages have innovated the ‘owl’ meaning – the second part of the paper is unfortunately inconclusive. No clear answer can be given at this point in time as to the original sense of the hero’s name, since the name is no longer known to present-day speakers of Meskwaki and since the text itself contains no unambiguous references to either owls or windigos.

---

12. Another possibility is that the Meskwaki compound *natowe-pakwa* is extremely old, dating from when the Iroquoian Petun nation supplied tobacco to neighboring tribes (cf. Garrad & Heidenreich 1978), and that the noun survived as a name for prized tobacco long after the disintegration of the Petun as a tribal entity.


The following Meskwaki text was written in 1913 by Alfred Kiyana (National Anthropological Archives ms. 2984, Washington). The original is a manuscript of 19 pages written in the Meskwaki syllabary, without translation, and without punctuation except for the word boundary symbol of the Meskwaki syllabary. In this critical edition, I have segmented the text into short lines of roughly a clause each, supplied punctuation, indicated vowel length and h (which are not written in the Meskwaki syllabary), and provided a translation into English.

The following conventions have been used in the Meskwaki version to indicate features of the manuscript original: an underlined space indicates that no word boundary symbol was written in the Meskwaki syllabary where one might have been expected; an underlined hyphen indicates that no word boundary symbol was written between a preverb and a verb; a single straight line indicates the end of a line; double straight lines indicate the end of a page. The numbers indicate the page numbers of the manuscript original; the letters have been added for convenience in referring to lines.

Wi-teko:ha·ha·ha

The one who sounds like an owl

And then there was a man:
His father lived with him, and he had two little boys,
and his wife, also.

Whenever people went on a war party,
he would go along also.

But he hadn't made a name for himself in any way for being a man.

What other men were reported to have done
many times,
he hadn't done.

Later on, one time when he and his father were at home alone,
"Why don't you stop going?" his father asked him.
"Haven't you given up yet?" he asked him.

A war party, you see, was just on the point of going out.
"I myself will go along.
You will see how much I will be talked about, for being a man," his father said to him.

"So you should stay home," he said to him.

Later, it seems, when the war party set out,
his father went along.

And later when the members of the war party came back,
his father came back.

His father had won the war honors.
"You see! That's what you should have been talked about as doing!" his father said to him.
He sat with his head down.

Whenever the father dressed up, he draped a prisoner tie around his neck. His father wore all kinds of warrior regalia, because he was a very great warrior.

“I don’t know what you are up to, son, since I told you to fast!” he said to him.

“Instead, even some of the women are becoming warrior-women,” he told him.

“But whenever you join a war party, it seems you just tag along,” he told him.

Later the son secretly began making arrows with deer antler tips.

He spent several years just making more and more of them.

He made numerous bagsful of them, many bagsful indeed.

Those arrows, it’s said, were made into bundles in different places.

And he had a big longhouse where he lived all the time, and he always lived some distance away.

Even, it’s said, when the people gathered for winter camp, he would live some ways off, by himself.

And he continued to make increasingly many of them.

Finally, it’s said, the bags were piled halfway up the hill.

“I wonder what he is going to do with those things?” the other people often said about him, it’s said.

Later on he led a war party, for the first time.

In fact, they all went:

his wife, his father, his children, and the young men, many of them indeed.

Every single one of them carried reed mats on their backs.

And the hunters calmly went off in all directions to hunt along the way.

And then later on they came to where there was a terribly big village.
And then, it seems, because he had said, “There will be fog,” it became hazy.

Some of the Sioux, indeed, really tried to figure it out, because it suddenly got hazy.

“What is happening with this?” they asked.

But they themselves, it’s said, they made their camp in the middle of that Sioux village. They hurriedly put the antler-tipped arrows in place, sticking them into the walls of matting. Just as they got them all fixed, the fog lifted.

And as for the Sioux, when the fog lifted, lo and behold, there was a great longhouse! They shouted eagerly at it and surrounded it in great numbers. The walls were pounded on from the inside at them, and all around they keeled over backward.

All around there were people in their death throes, writhing around kicking at each other.

Each time the walls were pounded on at them, a few more of them died, indeed. Finally all of them fled, the Sioux fled in all directions. After they had all fled, he kept on beating their house hard. Some of the slow ones were overtaken by the arrows. All they could do, it’s said, is just look at each other.

Then he said to them, “Now, go take scalps. Whoever is the very first to run inside this house of mine bringing a scalp he will win the war honors. And the next one also, he will win the war honors in the same way. Probably four scalps will be brought in,” he told them. “When I call out for the fourth time then you should charge off,” the men were told.
When he called out for the fourth time they attacked them. The scalpers were competing with one another, and the Sioux were paralyzed. At intervals someone would come running with a scalp. There were four who received war honors.

And then two people went looking for the good food, and much later they found it.

And then, after the old man had eaten his fill, he went out. The dead were lying scattered around and he went around looking at them. And in the houses, there were some lying around inside.

And then two friends:

"May we go around and look at them?" they asked that man.

"Don't do anything but look at them, as you go around," he said.

"Don't do anything to them.

Don't go along kicking them," they were told.

"All right," they said.

"And don't make fun of them in any way, just go around and look at them quietly," they were told.

"All right," they said. They left, and they went along checking the houses.

At almost the very end there was a house that looked beautiful, a good-looking one.

"I guess this is probably the Sioux chief's house," they said.

Just as they opened the door, why, there was the old man, sleeping with a corpse! It must have been a young person, it's said, in fact I'm sure it must have been a young teenage girl. But he didn't see them at all, and they just left the door open on him, and left.
When they got back, one of them told about him:
“That old man of ours is over there sleeping with someone!”
he told the old man’s son.

And then, it seems, the old man’s nephew ran over there.
When he got there, sure enough!
The old man had even casually taken his shoes off.
The nephew, it’s said, hung those shoes up on the wall
and lay down across from him, playing dead.

Later the nephew said, “Ehhhhh,” in a loud voice.
The old man gave a start.
The “corpse” got to its feet, staggered,
and fell down by his head.
The old man jumped up in fright, because it missed him by only a little.
“It’s really come back to life!” he thought about the dead person.

He staggered out of the house
and it came staggering out after him.
After he had run a little distance away,
it went after him.
Just as he looked back,
why, it was chasing him!
And then he ran really hard.
When he looked back again,
why, it had come up very close,
carrying a spear!
When their house was near
he was in tears from being chased,
and he prayed to his son for help.
The “corpse” pretended to fall again,
and once again jumped to its feet.
He just made it, running inside,
right after all the antler-tipped arrows had been set in place.

The son was pounding the walls as hard as he could,
and very slowly.
"Go get a hickory branch, one that's flexible, and a good thickness. Not too little a branch and also not too big, but a really good thickness," they were told. A certain young man went after it and brought it.

And as for the old man, even before he stopped panting, at some point while he was still lying down, he got a whipping from his son. He was whipped for a very long time.

Later on when his whipping stopped, he was asked, "Did you feel it?" "Well, you did whip me!" he said. "It’s not like I whipped you for no reason, you know. You were bad, after all, like a little child, that’s why I treated you that way."
Being so addressed, the man hung his head.

"Look at these!" the old man was told about his hair, which was white and standing on end at the temples, because he had received a terrible shock. His hair was pulled out and thrown in front of him. "You seem to have white hair now!" He never spoke a word. "Even though these folks are young people, they don't go anywhere," he was told. "So don’t you ever go anywhere again," the old man was told.

And right then preparations were underway for them to move camp,

but he was standing around barefoot. "Son, may I go after my shoes first?"
he asked him. "Where? At your in-laws?" he was asked. "Go after them quickly," he was told.
He brought them
and they moved back.
Everyone had taken a large number
of scalps.

And, when they came back,
they received invitations from various places.
They just kept on feasting
and getting invited.
The very best meat was cooked for them,
because the ones he had made warriors
treated him very well.

And then, it seems, some time later his father would
sing over and over,
"o-ho ya-hi ya, o-ho ya hi: hi: ya."
Finally the son started scolding him.
"What I am wishing for certainly seems hard to me," his
father said to him.

Then he asked his father, "What are you
wishing for?"
"Well, it won’t be easy," he said to him.

"This is it: if only I could eat some
katono ha.
And after eating them
if only I could smoke some leaf tobacco."
"Oh, is that it?
That’s not so hard," he told his father.

And then he cooked for people.
He summoned only the women
and commissioned them as a group
to make mats for him.
In just one day all of his mats were made.
And also he took several people from there along.
As many as lived in his house went,
and several others who had been asked to come along,
and some others followed along.
There were pretty many of them,
and many people followed them.
The women did nothing but cook,
and the men, all they did was smoke, day after day.
Their pipes, it’s said, were even filled for them,
all they had to do was get them going with a puff.
Later on they came to the place they were going.

"It's too much!" they said, because there were many houses.

"Now, after noon today the weather will start to turn bad," he said.

"And after noon tomorrow it will clear off," he said.

That night they camped. They calmly started cooking and slept peacefully. Very early the men were awakened.

"Go out [to relieve yourselves] one by one," they were told. They had them go out one by one, and the cooking was taking place as if nothing were out of the ordinary.

And then they stuck the antler-tipped arrows into the walls, all around.
Just as the cooking was done, they finished fixing them. The Sioux were talking all around.

and children too, they could be heard all around. They kept on listening to them. A little after noon the fog lifted and it was no longer hazy.

And those Sioux saw there was a longhouse stretched out right there! They hurriedly called one another together.

"The one who lives there must be Witeko hka-ha-ha" they said. They agreed in council that they would kill him indeed and announced to the people that they would try to kill him. They prepared a house, putting the beams close together. A group of great warriors was summoned to be sure to kill him. They painted the blade of an axe red and sank the axe, blade first, in the middle of the lodge. After they had assembled, they went to invite him.
Sure enough, it was *Wi teko·hka·ha·ha*!

"As hard as you can, pound on the walls over and over," he told his companions.

As he came there into the house, there were certainly a lot of men there!

He himself sat down by the door and began to look at them.

He saw only one brave.

"This one is the only brave," he thought.

And there was also another one who looked a little bit like a brave and who began striking a pole with the axe as he recounted his war exploits.

Later the time came when the one brave started dancing in earnest.

He came at him tilting his head towards him over and over, and threw down the axe.

But he himself did nothing but keep an eye on him.

---

Again later, when that brave was about to dance for the very last time, he stood up indeed and began striking the pole with the axe as he recounted his war exploits.

He was truly a great brave.

But he himself just stayed ready.

As soon as the brave came to throw the axe, he caught hold of it and took it away from him.

Right on the spot he clubbed him to death, and he clubbed every one of them there, of the group of warriors.

And then, it’s said, there was a rush made at the Meskwakis’ house.

He ran at it at top speed.

His own antler-tipped arrows didn’t hit him, they didn’t faze him as he encountered one after another.

Even though they were flying all over, a space for him would appear as his running route.
There are distinct features of my philosophy.

...real tradition normalism

...and "normal" traditions: for example, 

...philosophy of language.
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